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It is proposed t~at NORC begin a program of monitoring changes in
intergroup attitudes in the United State~.
Although there has been some "systematic monitoring by both NORC and
by some of the commercial survey organizations of changing racial attitudes
in American society, relatively little a'ttention has. been paid to changes
in other intergroup attitudes. A number of mafor "one-shotn surveys have ·.
taken place, but there has. been little attempt made · to foilow up these
studies to see i~ with the passage of time a~d the · increase in educational ·
·attainment of Americans, unfavorable attitudes t6ward other groups in the
s ociety have in fact decreased. James Davis ·has r 'e cently demonstrated in a
. replication of the famous Stouffer civil liberties study that Americans ..
have grol-m substantially more "liberal" in their attitudes toward dissent
in the last quarter century. But relatively little comparable information
exists about their attitudes toward members of other religious groups.

A certain optimism has permeated the-Americcn thinking about
intergroup attitudes until recently. Such optimism, it 'rnuld seem, results
fr,om a combination of the assimilationist and evolutionary perspective. As
the various ethnic and ethnoreligious differences among Americans diminish,
it was thought, and as education and enlightenment spread in the society,
the ignorance and prejudice which feed intergroup hatred were also expected
to diminish. ' However, it 'has recently become obvious that economic and
sod:a:-l""'success :does ··not lead :to ·t,he .disappearance of ethnic differences.
The evolutionary optimism does not .seem nearly so self.:evidently justified .
now as ·it did fif·teen years ago.· Hence it is I).Ot .as easy · t_o assume that ·
nativism vanished with the election of John Kennedy, or that anti-Semitism
died a slow death in the years after the Second World War. It may well be
tha.t prejudice ebbs and flows in a society _ dep~nding upon social and
· economic conditions. In an era of economic hardship or of political uncertainty and loss of confidence, it may well be that prejudices against
other groups within the society may increase'. It also may be that some of
the ·hatred once invested in a given outgroup may be transferred tp another
outgroup when it becomes unfas hionable to actively scapegoat the first group. ·
Thus, instead .of a model of evolutionary progress, one perhaps . might approach
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intergroup relations "i·n · the United S·tates with a model of"brushfires"-once one is put out, another may spring up.
In the present state of our knowledge, there is relatively little
evidence to support either the evolutionary assimilationist or the brushfire
models of intergroup attitudes and relations. The issue is so important for
the success of American pluralism, however, that···it does seem legitimate to
begin a program of research which will provide evidence for ch~osing between
. the models or, as is usually the case in social research, evidence leaning
toward the development of a third model that combines features of the first
two. ·

There has actually been one relatively· little known attempt to
monitor changing inter-religious attitudes in American society. The Catholic
Digest commissioned studies in 1952 by Ben Gaffin Associates and in 1965 by
the Gallup organization to measure a wide variety of Americ<i.ri religious
attitudes and behaviors. These studies, pioneer efforts in replication
research in American social science, have received relatively little attention
--perhaps because no major analysis.of them has ever been published. John
Thomas I Religion and the American l'eople co~ents
~he marginal data ··from
the first study and Andrew M. Greeley~ i~ his section of \Jhat Do We Believe?
(a book coauthored by Martin E. Marty and Stuart E. Rosenberg), has undertaken
some analysis of the first and second study. However, the data cards from
the earlier Gaffin project were lost long before 1965, so that systematic
longitudinal analysis was not possible. anc! Greeley could only make use of
the published cross tabs_ from the original project in his analysis.

on

· one of the more disturbing findings of this analysis was that
· while anti-Jewish feelings among Catholics had declined between 1952 and ·
1965, ·anti-Catholic feelings among Jews had notably increased·, as well as
opposi~i:on toward Catholic paroch5.al schools.
Table 4.L Attitudes Toward Religious Schools
(Percent)
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Table 4.2. Trends in Attitudes Toward Religious 5(:hoo1s
by Age and l:::ducation
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Table S.2. Changes in Jewish and Catholic Attitudes Toward Each Other
J9S2-196S
(-t1' =favorable change;-%= unfavorable change)
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_Table S.3. Anti-Catholic Feeling Among Jc..;ish Groups .
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Table 5.4. Jewish Attitudes Toward Cutholics by Belier in God
and Congrtgation3I Af£iliation

Catholics look down on us
Catholics try co interfere
Catholics don't respect our beliefs
Catholics disaimin3te
Catholics stick together too much
Catholics arc g.:u~,g too rnuc.'I power
Oergy not intelligent
.
Oergy doesn't promote undcrsi..uling

N

Bclin-e in-God
Belong to Congregation

Bel icve in God
Do no·i Belong

s7
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34
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S7
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34.

29

Do not ·Believe
.Do not.Belong .

··

36
7

n
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43
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12

43

32

27

(40)
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Even · more disturbing for those who believe in evolutionary progress,
i t was younger Jews and often better educa.ted Jews who were most likely to ·

have demonstrated an increa;>e in
opposition ·to parochial schools (Table 4.1),
. most likely to ·be oppos~d to Catholic paroc-hi:al- schools (Table 4.2), ·and
the most likely ·to have unfavorable attitudes toward Ca tho lies (Table 5. 3)
Also the most .re.l igious Jews (Table 5.4) were the most likely to have unfavorable
attitudes toward Catholics
·
Not much . was made of these findings in part because in an era of
ecumenical good feeling it did not. seem appropriate," in part because
the author of the analysis was reluctant to make a vigorous puhlic case based
on a sample of 125 Jews, and in part because both Jewish and Catholic agencies
did not choose to take -the find_ings seriously.
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However, since this 1965 report there h.w e been race riots, campus
unrest, the Vietnam wa'I'., the Watergate scandals, and the decline of confidence
in corporate institutions, as well as major changes in the structure of American
Catholicism as a result of the Second Vatican Council and the birth control
encyclica·l Humanae Vite1.e.. It therefore seems appropriate to undertake a new
. analysis not only of Ca tbolic-Jewish. attitudes but of a whole spectrum of
intergroup religious attitudes and behaviors in American society, using the
· new and sophisticated analytic techniques developed for longitudinal analysis
since 1965.
We therefore propose a project with the . following seven components:
l~ . A replica ti.on of the 1953-1965 questionnaire (with perhaps some
questions eliminated .9n a national sample. of the same size (a~ equal 3,000)
as the two previous studies.; Such a survey will provide not only measures of
chraging attitudes since 1965 but also, together with. the additional data to
be collected, a ba~eline for sophist;icated analysis of changes which .might
occur in yea~s to comeo ·
1·

4

J &/ .

rr-t',r<-: ,

lb

i .. ~
2. In addition to questions from the earlier surveys, we would ..add
j related questions on general political and social at.titudes,. as well as specific

~~i)J'I.)/
. f issues (Israel, ·abortion> birth control, etc.) which might related to intergroup
':: -r-1',",IJ;LJ~ f attitudes. In .i ts present form, t.he Gaffin-Qal.l up que.s.t.i onna_ire pr:ov~.des .
~

~

( relatively little material for expla ining the "why" of int~rgroup a~titud~ .
change. It does not seem unreas9nable, for example, to think.that· in a .time
~
when general confidence in the corporate institutions is. ~t a iow ebb, suspicion .
·~~M·J
of otheJ; groups would increase. We can determine in the proposed 1976 study
-.f.~:).> '-- i whether there is a present relationship bett~een feelings of frustration,
J;,.. _,, ,-f 1c+ 1
dissatisfaction, economic unease, uncertainty .about the future, and declining
}'.:-~·! t",_U\.. l confidence in governmen ~ on the on.e haz:d ~nd hos ti 1i ty . ~oward outgroups on t .h e
U.: ·,_i. ·
other. But we cannot link the change in :i,ntergroup attitudes to the change -of
;' ,.;_9JV-~'!"
other social attitudes since we do not have measures of these linkages as they
'~;·~~ ..i'.Yl
exis'ted in 1965 • . However, by establishing a nd specifying the linkages 'in -1 975,
fG-'1!!fv·. ·
we will make possible at a later time .anaJl.ys~s of the impact of general social
· ··j 1J}l '
.and political changes on- interreligicus changeso

/.,-(1.).J(_ I.

·.

f

U~~~-·- --.-..----·-..-

3 • . The 1953-1Q65 studie.s paid no attention to ethnic and racial
issues. Therewas ·not even -a separate ethnic question ori the questionnaire and
no attempt was made to ·measure attitudes . toward blacks or Latinos or the
attitudes of black Protestants toward Catholics ahd Jews . It is our intention
to deve lop que s tionnai-r e i-te:ms dealing with ethnicity and race and ·add them to
the . basic questionnaire.

4. The measurement of attitudes and values has improved considerably
since 1953 when the Gallup-Gaffin questionnaire was first designed. Our intention
is to develop tests and use in the present project new and more sophisticated
measures of .interracial .a nd interrelitio.us attitudes and to link these new. measures
with the old ·Ones and thereby establish a ·baseline . for the future use of the
newer and .more sophisticat~d measures that can be projected back into the past
· to establish long~tenn tr~ndso

~

4

'· ..•

..
-·-
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5. I~ addition to the national sample of 3:000 respondents,
JrtY w-e propose to oversample J ,OC() respondents in Chicago and New York City

.-1''~

C)_f1'1

r

__

to measure _the possibility that the different polit-ical and structural

·o. .--<.J_,IP_J,·
~

..,J.1\

1

IJ.I\,

t>-''-

QJ relationships :and the different cultural environments that exist among

/"

&Jl1 ..

fl',._}; ~~
)f~/·

,.

,

{}A . fe·D.·tl\u,.

various religious communities in different cities of the country may have
notable impact on intergroup attitudes. There is certainly ample· impressionistic reason to ' think that Jewish-Gentile relationships are mo-re c_o rdial
in Chicago than in New York. The hypo-t hesis -._ of_ ;re~ional variation in intergroup attitudes is too important for _b oth th~ory- and policy to be ignoredo
Oversampling in these two cities will also guarantee a much larger sampling
of Jews. (NORC 1 s sampling gepartment will endeavor to design a system of
weighted stratification to ensure adequate samples of Jews in both Chicago
and in New York.)

6. In all those families where there are adolescent children
(about 3S-per cent, according to NORC past surveys), "do-it-yourself"
questionnaires will b_e given to these adolescents in order to measure
both the attitudes of young people toward other religious and racial
g:::oups (existing research seems to show that young ·i-eop le re ~ likely
to have hostile attitudes tmvard other groups than ' their elders) and
. also to analyze the factors facilitating and impeding the transmission of
intergroup attitudes from parents to children.

a

7.

.

'

.

Finally, having designed and executed the survey · and produced
the monographic report from it, NORC would begin to lay -plans
·smaii.:.·
scale rcplicatio~ of the project in 1980 and a major·replication in 1985.

for a

If funding became available soon enough, N0RC would ·hope to go in to
the field with a questionnaire before the end of 1976 so that a ten-year
interval with the· previous study might be maintained as closely as possible.
After the collection of the data and the preparation of analytic comput.e r
tapes, a year and a half would be devoted to the preparation and publication
of detailed monographs by the various members of the survey staff, (who
would represent in some fashion, incidentally, the three major denominational
traditions). A preliminary report could be made, however, within a year of
the launching of the project.
1
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Universa: ?ress Syndicate
Andrew M Greeley
- Secular colwnn
As we inch our way cautiously into the third century, it is
time for us Americans to engage in a little healthy heresy.

An on the

top of my list for helpful healthy heresies is the following outrageous
proposition:
Some problems are no soluble.
I realize that such a dictum ~uns against the grain of our Lockeian ·

optimism.

Every problem must have a solution.

If there is something wTong

in the world · the reason that it has not been made right must be either
lack of effort or malice on the part of them (they vary from time to
time; the best capegoats currently are the "multinationals").
If there is enough hard work, enough good will, .enough sincerity,
enough willingness to sacrifice, then the solution will be found and the
problem will go away.

Note well the reasoning:

there is a solution out

there som·e where; what we have to do is find it.
The most obvious example of a problem without a solution is
Northern Ireland.

Protestants and Catholics have killed one another in

that battered corner of the British Isles for 400 years and are likely to
continue doing it for 400 more.

People ask me, "What Is the answer?'' and

are shocked when I say, "There isn't any. 11

There has to be an answer, you

see.
Well, maybe there is one solution--a United Xations peace keeping
force made up of Nigerians, Sudanese and Ghanans.

R2cial hatred would

eliminate religious hatred almost over night.
But in the real world there are no answers.

-1-

-2I am beginning to suspect that the same thing must be said about
the Niddle East.

The current liberal left conventional wisdom is that the

Israeli should be willing to trade land for peace--give up the Sinai, the
West Bank and the rest of the Golan Heights, in return for a guarantee of
peace from Egypt, Syria, and Saudi Arabia in. the years ·tc come.
I will confess that ! ·found this ·conventional wisdom attractive.
There seemed to be reasonable evidence that the Egyptians and perhaps even
the Syrians finally want peace and that many .of the Palestinians would
settle for a West Bank homeland.

It looked like now was ·a good time for

Israel to take the gamble of trusting Sadat and Assad, especially since
Israel's ultimate security is not in borders but in American support.
But the Lebanese disaster and the recent airline terrorism make
rne wonder.

It is not so ~uch a question of whether you can ·risk trusting

Sadat and Assad--! think you probably could--but whether they can deliver
their own constituencies.

Lebanon suggests .t hat they cannot. ·. Arab fac-

tionalism and Islan ic intolerance have destroyed that once prosperous and
peaceful country in as insane a civil war as humankind has ever known.

The

forces whiCh tore Lebanon apart would tear apart _a ny agreement between
Israel and the Arabs and the religious

h~treds

which surfaced · in Beirut

would hardly stay underground in Palestine.
The Palestinians are a tragic p"e ople; they surely have the right
to some kind of homeland.

Presumably, their extremists are no more typical

.

·"" ~

..

~

.

-3of the ordinary Falestinian than anyone else's extreLlists are.

But

Palestinian extremism was still the match which lit the fire in Lebanon.
Unless the Arabs can restrain their own lunatic fringe or unless the Russians decide to stop playing the spoilers game in the ;.riddle East (not
very likely), then the problem will continue to be insoluble.

It is a

melancholy conclusion--doubtless even more disturbing to American Jews
than to anyone else.
One minor consolation:

the conflict is still relatively new,

thirty to fifty years, depending on when· you start to count.

We Irish

have been killing each other over religion for more than ten times that
many years.

.: . I
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WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR US IATELY?
by

Andrew M. Greeley

Comments .to a· meeting of the

Am~rican

Washington D.C.

May· 12, 1976

Jewish Committee
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.
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WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR US LATELY?

,

Andrew M. Greeley
Let me begin by· saying that while I am wearing a Roman collar and
sporting my defiant shamrock, I am in no sense speaking as a representative
of the hierarchy or of the Catholic Church.

On the contrary, I have the

distinct impression that a substantial proportion of Catholic church leaderwould be delighted if I went away and never came back.

Unlike my friend .

Mr. Michael Novak, I make no claim to speak for millions· of either Catholic
-eth_nics or Irish.

Thus I represent this evening no more than a

cons~ituency.

of one.
But that never kept and Irishman quiet before.
I propose

tonight to make six general observations about Catholic-

Jewish relationships in the United States

and then refer to five specific

"flashpoints."
My first general observation is that it seem·s to me that on the basis
of both the data and

my impressions, the general relationship

Catholicism and American Judaism

~s

excellent--perhaps

bett ~r

between American
than the relation-

ship betwe~n the two historic offshoots of the . Sinai religious tradition are
anywhere in the world.

With the exception of New York City, the excellence of

this. relation~hip ought to be the context of our reflections • . No other comments
I make

in the course of the evening should be interpreted out of that context.

I said, "except New York City" advisedly, because there is, I think, something

. ,
I
'

: t

.!,.

~I

~

i.

!:
-2' '·,

· po~entially

very unpleasant in Catholic-Jewish relationships in the New York

metropolitan area.

I am not a New Yorker, I have never done research on the

subject, and I do not trust my impressions sufficiently even to detail them

,

tonight; but it may well be that you have a critical problem in that area.
I .would also add that as far as I can see, there is no decline in
the overwhelming Catholic support for the American alliance with Israel.

My

impression is that that support is not based on the moral excellence or justice
.of Israel's cause . (and it would be a mistake for you gen,t.l~men..,.J;o . a.P.P.eal to
~~~

~<

..

~,,..~-. ._rA
.
.

...

----=-._,.-~-:--~ that motivation) but is based on the fact tn~t Americans admire the spunk
\..__
.,..,___ . " . "'
"~·
and modernity of Israel and support it strongly because such support is some ~hing

their Jewish fellow Americans still want very much.

· survive another oil

embarg~?

Would such support

No nation would be wise to try to blackmail the

United States of America for ·very long; they woul~ find it to be exttemely
counterproductive.
Secondly, I would 0bserve that so.me of the most exciting scholarly
work being done_anywhere can be found in the historical, archaelogical and
theologic.al rediscovery of the Second Temple era .

It seems to me that in this

rediscovery, scholars are uncovering linkages and connections between the
two descendants of Second Temple Judaism that no one would have dreamed pos-

I

sible just a short time ago. Without going into the details, one can now say ,

!·
I

I think with some confidence, that Christianity and Judaism, as they exist today,
are quite clearly two offsprin5 of the same fundamental religious traditions.and
of the same critical religious era we call the Second

Tem~le.

Such an insight

does not mean th.:it the· two offsprings are about to mer.ge, but "it does mean that
· they have far more in common than was previously thought.

I deed, one could go
n

I.

!

.i

:•
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far as to say tha.t trere are some aspects of the Second

experience that are perhaps better preserved by its
offspring than they are by the

conte~ora:y

~e mple

contemp~rary

J:,:ish one.

1

era and
Christian

Such a subject is

beyond my scope tonight; I simply want to note and take encouragement from
the .remarkable scholarship being done by researchers .of both heritages in
this decisively important period of human history.
Third, _.I wish to comment that it s·eems to me when we speak of
"Catholic -Jewish relationships" we engage often in the fallacy of misplaced
concreteness.
community.

For there is no such thing as· one Catholic or one Jewish

Among the six million American Jews and the fifty mil·lion American

Catholics, there is ·a wide plurality and diversity of .viewpoints, interests,
commitments, values, and goals.

Some Jews and some Catholics· may be locked

in angry combat, but it would be a mist~ke to see that as typical of JewishCatholic relationships or to generalize from it to the existence of very serious
problems between the two communities.

I do not suggest that such canbGts may not

be serious--some of them are; but I am suggesting that they are not necessarily
_ legiti~ate bases for ·more generalized diagnos::.s.

Thus there is doubtless an

acute conflict between the Catholic Right to Life movement and abcrtion groups
-~· -...~ -,A,..,:;1.......... ~---- - ..... a.w:;~

.

which have many Jews

in

. their membership.

not representative of American
----~-.· ·~- -- -7.- --

Catholi~ism

. .-:-- .. - -: --

-·· - .

The Right . to Life movement is

despite its claims to be, · and I
9""'-..... _

. . .__

•.it· ~.....~-~-*~' "4""- -,·- -- -""' ·-· +·

presume its adversaries who happen to be Jewish are not
- - - - · - · -

ly of Judaism

·

-

~ither.

•

--

·._:

The abortion

representat~ve
• • • •# . . ..

conflic~

- •

necessari-

..........,..,-.~ ...

is indeed going on between some

Catholics and some Jews, but it is not a conflict between the two communities
and .I

~hink

should not be defined as such.

- -.

- - - -· -···-· . ...

···-····· :······.~
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Fourth, among the small .groups within .American Catholicism
in conflict with American Jews may be listed the American

someti~es

hier~rchy.

Recently, at the instigation . of

reference to

Catholic~Jewish

~ardinal

that are
Cat~olic

Krol, it made· an unfortunate

relationships. : There was a time, not so long ago,

,

when the hierarchy cbuld be taken seriously by non-Catholics because it was
taken seriously by Catholics.
case.

I ·would submit that that is no longer the

The decline of intelligence and competence in the Catholic hierarchy
• • .•o ..,JQ;

~.

a.wa·~-:UC::::: " =< -->>

• 4 ,._UOAZJC¥::C~AJC:::A±:c;.'+t-..=ie~~
~~·

since the Va.t ican Council (a decline that one hears was part of the Roman
design) and~ above all, the two-faced· reaction o f the hierarchy to the
. encyclical l.etter Humanae Vi t~e
Catholics.

badly injured its credibility with American

Cardinal Krol does not

~ave

one-tenth, maybe not one-fiftieth, of

·the impact on the rest of the church that Cardinal

Spellma~

did twenty

years ago. (And the good Cardinal Spellman· probably had much less impac t
than you gentlemen thought he .did.)

Cardinal Krol speaks to and for a very

small . group of American Catholics.

I can understand why he upset you; often

he upsets us too; but please don't take him seriously--we don't.
There is emerging in America a "communal Catholic," that is, a .
Catholic who is loyal to his tradition and heritage--even proud of it;
but who does not take the clergy or hierarchy seriously as intelle~tual,
political, moral or social leaders.

You will not be able to understand

American Catholicism unless you realize how powerful this tendency is.
Fifth, while generally there

~:-.e

good feelings between the . two · communi-

ties, I am compelled to report that a number of different data sets that are
0

-

available to me indicate that .pro-Catholic feelings among Jews have declined
~atholics

in the last decade while pro-Jewish ·feelings among
~~-==:~~~~~~
.}4.m;M:::Jttt_.~~·

held steady or

increa~ed,

~:.:.:;;,·_;.a::t:';t......i=.J• .,.•-•• ,.~·..r; .o;:r--.~--
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Hence, at the present

....c ;

tim~"

there seems to be

_ _ , _.... ---~_....--.-.....,..,._~~~

-.,..,.,.-.,.,...,_.,..,.. - ·

have either
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stronger pro-Jewish feelings among Catholics. than vice versa.

Our data

"

.. ·· -

.·

'·
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-5sets do not enable us to explain this change or even to hazard a guess as
to what implications it might have for the future.

My own personal hunch

is that it may be part of . the more general phenomenon o~ scapegoating Catholics
that I think has been going on in American society for some tim;*no~~i~t.. ~--·--is not a specifically Jewish phenomenon .

I would urge, as I have urged

before, joint research .by representatives of both communities on this subject.
(I also think there ought to be joint research on the rather acute problem

'

which I perceive to exist in New York.)

I do not expect this joint research

will occur, but I would be lax in my responsibilities if I did not at least
urge it.
Finally, I am impressed by the importance of the stylistic differences among American religioethnic collectivities.

I think all of us

for too long bought the melting pot-assimilationist view of things and
just assumed that cultural diversity would go away.

In fact, many of the

differences persist--some major, some minor--among the ethnic groups in
American society; and some of these even minor

differences turn out to

. be aggravating and important without our even being aware of the fact that
they are at work.

If we have abandoned the assimilationist perspective--and

I take it we have--then we must be much more sensitive to the stylistic
cultural differences.

We must strive to understand them, enjoy them, and

to prevent them from prohibiting out: conversations and our common work-.
Le~

me be more explicit.
Three of the differences that I can talk about I think have been

pretty well documented by our research.

Jews and Irish Catbolics (to take

two groups at randam) are very differnt from one another in their approach
to expressing affection for children, drinking; and their political participation.

The differences are not universal; there are many Irish who don 1 t

-6. drink and I suppose there are some Jewish alcoholics, though I have never
met: any.

But an Irishman who believes that a relaxing evening is not

possible without the drink taking and a Jew who is disgusted by anyone who
takes ·more than one drink are going to have a very powerful hidden agenda
in their interaction unless they are quite

~elf-conscious

about the origins

ard the nature of these differences. It is not necessary, incidentally, to
say that the other styl~ · is · as good as ~ine; it is enough to understand
-why it is different. (Let me add that in this particular area,. I am much
more lik.e ly to be on the Jewish side than the Irish.)

Similarly, while

Jewish af!ection for (and anger toward) children are explicit, direct,
and forceful, the Irish expression of ef fection is much more likely to
be indirect,circumlocutory, and passive.

It does not mean that the Irish

love one another or their children any less than Jews, but we have very
different ways of showing it.

The Irishman with a Jewish neighbor is likely

to be deeply offended by what he takes to be the emotional self-indulgence
of the Jewish parent, while his neighbor is likely to be appalled at the
Irish coldness with their children.

Again, one must make major efforts

to avoid value judgments on these subjects and take them into account in
our common work and conversations.
Finally, the data show that the typical Polish and Italian approach
to solving a civic problem is to call one's precinct captain or one's
brother-in-law (who may, incidentally, be one andthe same person), while
the Jewish and P~otestant tendency is ·to surrunon a community meeting and form
a civic organization.

The Irish, hyperactive political types that they

·· are, are likely to engage in both behaviors.

The tendency for Jewish and

Protestant type~ to dismiss the per~onal co~tact approach to politics ~s
old

fashion~d·

and possibly cor'rupt is, I think, very strong.

So, I suspect,

,

-7would be the Polish and Italian propensity to think the'bivic'' approach
is. stuffy, self-righteous, and moralistic. The Irish propensity to think
.
.
that putting all of your .eggs in one participative basket is dumb may well
.

I

be ~he strdngest tendency of all.

Unless we are aware tif these stylistically.

different approa.ches to political participati on, we may misunderstnad thoroughly
what . the other is about.
There are other differences which I cannot document with data
about which I have very strong impressions.
communication:

but

First of all, the matter of

the Catholic ethnic in general, the Irish Catholic in

particular, is prone to indirect, cicumlocutory,
spoken conununicative style.

informal, and soft-

The Irishman, for reasons having to do, perhaps,

.with the Penal Times is reluctant to give a direct answer and much prefers
to answer a question with another question or to respond not verbally but
with a shrug of the shoulder, a wink of the eye, . or absolute silence.
Irishman is likely to make a request very casually and indirectly.

The

The

English phrase, "would you ever ..• ?" (as, "Would you ever come to washington
to give a talk?'') is. the translation of a Celtic phrase

(which escapes me).

It represents, . I think, the strong cultural tendency of the Gaelic linguistic
tradition to avoid sharp or abrupt communicative styles. There are no
swear words in Gaelic, for example, and when a modern Irish-speaking person
wishes to swear he falls back on English words.
not even · have a word for''hello"or'goodbye."

Indeed, the language does

One enters the house and says

upeace be to this house"; when one leaves, one says, ''Jesus and Mary be with
this house."

One meets

someone on the street

and says, "Jesus and M!3ry be

with you"; the response is, ·"Jesus and Mary and Patrick be with you."

,
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(Presumably in the pagan days, there were appro}riate deities used in
. their place.)
as I have

The Jewish communicative sty l e, as I understand it . and

exper~enced

it, is rather more direct, to put the matter

My sister the theologian works at De Paul
(which is a whole othe r story altogether).

~niversity

She

with two Jewish colleagues

~emarkeci

she felt she had a very difficult time making her

to me once that

J~wish coll~agues

stand the problems she was experiencing in· the envirorunent.
"'{
'\

mildly~

under-

I told her, "What

you've got to understand is that there are two Jewish ways of ' talking--loud and

.

louder .· · Shout at them and they'll hear you."
...

~ ~

_.......

....

to shout and now things are much better.

With some effort she learned

Similarly, not so -long ago I

having a minor altercation with.one of my colleagues at NORC.

\~as

N0 t having

had much sleep the night before, I did a very rare thing·and starte d to shout
at him.

He beamed; his eyes lit up, his mouth expanded in a great warm smile.

"You're shouting at me,n he said vith delight.
·at . you!" I shouted.

"You 1 re damn right I'm

' ;How marvelous!" he rejoiced.

sho~ting

"You kn.ow, in all the years

you've known me:, this is the first time you've shouted

at me."

The idea that shouting at a person could be a complimenttintil then
·had · escaped me

com~+·etely.

I quickly pointed out to him the important

social psychological fact that it takes a lot for an Irishman to work up
enough anger to really start shouting, but then when he does, he's likely
to remember it for twenty years.
This is anecdotal , of cours e, though I gather that a lot of people
can match the same anecdote.

It is a differnce about which we must know and

understand much more, it .seems to me, if we are to get along well with one
/

another.

-9-
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1 · also have the impression that Jewish political and social action

.,

i~ . powerfully

.

influenced by guilt rhetoric.

'~;d;~ .,.,.....,~--

at the highly

" ..... __

~xaggerated

various world problems.

·· --

I sometimes have been appalled

appeal to guilt and personal r:esponsibility for
In ·fact, it has always seemed to me that the issues,

,

while serious and demanding great personal concern , hardly involved any
personal guilt.

I didn't cause it not to rain in the Sahel, fo~ example.

The guilt rhetoric seems taken to be for granted and is very effective in
.. dealing with people within the Jewish conununity.

It is, I would hastily

point out, however, usually very counterproductive with the Catholic communit"y and particularly within the Irish Catholic community.
.~

to fairness,

ju ~tice,

decency, generosity with a

Cat~olic

You can appeal

audiencej but don't

try to make us feel guilty for things we did not personally do because it turns
us off very quickly. The Irish, for example, nay be very likely to feel guilty
at having ·let mother down, indeed, that is a burden of

g~ilt

we carry through

our lives (I have the impression from some Jewish novels that that_ may be one
of your problems too), but that is about the only kind of
Our social guilt is minimal.
but I am

sugges~ing

Mind you, you can get

u~

guilt we do feel.

to 0e socially gener?us,

it's a mistake to use guilt to motivate us.

It won't work.

I would urge that these and similar stylistic differences are of
very considerable importance, that we do not know nearly enough about them,
and that they ought to be the subject of joint research .
research will occur--at the risk of repeating

~

I don't think this

now f amil iar theme--but I think

it ought to occur.

i
I

.l

- ~---- ·--

.... ..

·-

,,

.
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degree.

Let me add hastily that these styli:otic differences are matters of
There are indirect, soft-spoken Jews and loud-mouthed, direct Irish-

man, God .only knows.

But l would at least offer to you as a plausible hypothesis .

for further exploration that differences in communicative style may be rather

,
more important than we had previously thought.
I now turn to five specific flashpoints.

They are not areas ·where

J expect major crises, but they ari areas of poten~ial or actuil misunderstanding
that

~an

occur between individuals and groups within the communities about which

we ought to know more and to which 1 think we should pay more attention.
occu.rs to me that some of you may well be
to make.

For that I am sorry,

beca~se

It

offended by the points I am about

I have no desire to give offense.

On

the other hand, Rabbi Tau enbaum asked me to come to speak the truth,, and honesty
compels me to say that from the Catholic viewpoint, at least from the viewpoint
of this Catholic constituency of one, these are problems--not great big hairy
ones., but nonetheless problems of some importance to which attention

ought to

be paid.
First of all, the white ethnic, blue- collar, racist, hard-hat,
chauvinist hawk image has become a favorite whipping boy for the national
media,, elite and P.OP..ular,.

_ _ _ _._

.,,.._•. r ·f-!""='· ..,.-6.A;.::Z·.

One needs someone to hate, someone to blame for

~..v,.v.:;._~..·.'\---:;:-.~.• ~

what's going wrong in society, and the middle American and the hard-hat ethnic
have become the favorite targets
blacks or Jews.

since it is no longer legitimate to blame

This Catholic ethnic inkblot was not created by Jews, indeed

the AJC's ethnic America project has vigorously resisted it.

Nonetheless,

many of those of both _the university and the media world who propagate it

_

...

-~~~--------... _......,.~""'---"'-._...,_. ~..._--~-------·

are Jewish, and one has the impression that some of them rather en'joy~Talling

I
I

I
I
I

l
l
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away at the white ethnic bigot.
to

e~uate

a given Jew who is

Some Catholics are sophisticated enough not

pr~pounding

the ethnic stereotype with Judaism;

others are not, _particularl_y when the stereotype looks like an attack on
as such.

Catholic~sm

rhere may be a substantial amount of educational work

to be done within the Jewish community to make ·it clear that the stereotype
is not only demonstrably false but also counterproductive.
Secondly, there . is still
particularly
rulture.

~racticing

_.....____

su~stantial .

discrimination against Catholics,

Catholics, at the upper levels of America's elite

______

The national media, certain governmental agencies, many if not most
..,.._,
··- -- -·--· ..
-·
of the great national foundations, and in the finest elite universities,
~~----,,,..,.

_

rr

;._,,..

discrimination against Catholics is rife. It
is justified by the viciously
- ::::..
_bigoted argument of Catholic intellectual inferiority, an argument which
simply does not admit of refutation even if you have overwhelming data to
disprove it.· Again, Jews did not create thi~ disc~iminatio~, and in the case
of the foundation world, are probably almost as much victims of tt themselves
as are Catholics.

Nonetheless, it must be said in all candor that some Jews

ai9 and abet it and continue to propound the myth of Catholic intellectual
inferiority.

One

~s

hard put to see very many Jews, who have been so vigorous

in their criticism of racism and sexism, raising much in the way of objettion
..,.--

to anti-Catholic nativism.

As more and more younger _Catholics begin to move

into this world of the inte l lectual and cultural elites and discover, as Michael
Novak did, how strong the natiyistic biases ar,, they will be offended when they
see

some Jews ·P.roeounding nativist bigotry c:nd practicing
.

-

tion.

-

J'.

nativist discrimina-

....._,.-.:

Ast~,--~-_.,.:__~----~:---:----------

Some of the more sophisticated may well be able to distinguish between

'-hat individual Jews do and Jewish traist and propensities, others may. not.

, 1',
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....
i -cpuld easily make a case that my problems at the University of Chicago were almost entirely the rc·esul t of machinations of anti-Catholic Jews.
The case would be true, although I would also have to add very· quickly
the fact that almost all of my friends and supporters at. the University of
~

Chicago were also Jews who were astonishingly pro-Catholic.
every Catholic who

to

I do not think

his way into the world of the upper

academy will ·'be able to say that .
Third, ere of the new
up at the best

gr~duate

g~ratim

of _Catholic ethnic who is now showing

schools of the country is no longer disposed to take

a stand of apology and shame over the past and his own heritage.
really feel inferior; he doesn't feel that being

Polish~

He doesnit

Italian, or Irish is

second rate, mediocre, or anything of which to be ashamed .

When he learns from a

bright, arrogant, yourg a cul ty member tha i: the conventional wisdom of. the
liberal upper academy views him and his people with scarcely veiled
unintentional

contempt, he is not likely

accept it.

if

There was a generation

of Catholic would-be intelligentsia who for one reason or another thought
that the only way to make it in the academy was to deny their pasti their
heritages, their religion. They found, as Michael Novak did, that even then
they couldn't make it .

But the present generation will not go the self-abasement

route; on 'the- contrary, they will .fight back.

And when

that. smart, arrogant,

self-confident junior faculty member turns out to be Jewish~
.. he runs the r~sk of ·stirring up needless anti-Jewish · sentiment. Again, one

articulate

can

~as~ly

~

argue, and I would completely agree, that it is not only Jews

who propound the stereotype of Catholic cultural .inferiority, and by no means
do all J!ws do so--indeed a majority of Jewish aq.demics do not.

I am simply

~

..

·· ·- ··-----·-·-····........... --·
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saying that when a Jewish scholar does this to a Catholic student, one has
a flashpoint . situation.
Fourth,

t~ere

is a propensity for many_ noH-Cathol~c scholars to
I

ignore the impressive ·economic and

education~l

achievements of American Catholics.

In fact, our recent research on their achievement, I think, has ·generally been
pooh-poohed if not dismissed by many non-Catholic social scientiets.

The

Poles and Italians, obviously an inferior people, simply couldn't be

as sue-

cessful as -the NORC data claim they are.
words?

May I say that those a·re fighting

More particularly, I think there is a strong tendency among many

Jews to ignore, deny, or minimize the immense importance that the

~atholic

parochial schools have ma.de to the success aoj self-confidence of the ethnic
immigrants.

They overlook completely the fantastic popularity of the inner-

city Catholic schools to members of the

~lack

community.

Black enrollment in

Catholic scho0 1, most of it non-Catholic, goes up each year by as much as
70,000 or 80,000 students.

It is the only educational alternative, the only

option· for freedom of choice available to most inner-city blacks.
such a service deserves- not to be ignored.

Candidly,

Presumably we do not expect and

will not get gratitude from the Jewish community forthis important social service, but it is time at least to end the
occurring.

pret~nse

that the service is net

I disagree with the content, the tone, and the timing of Cardinal

Krol's complaint about Jewish opposition to Catholic
I understand the feeling.

school~;

and yet I think

I think that much opposition to Catholic schools

is in fact anti-Catholic, and I note that the certified, liberal, card-carrying
/

-Jewish intellectual Adam Walinsky

~hinks

the same thing.

I am not prepared

to say how much of the interminable hectoring about separation of church and
sta~e

is crypto-bigotry, but some of it surely is; and the nasty, vicious· tone

.

~

-14of . the .opposition leaves little doult that there 1s more at stake than
constitutional principles.
I _t is, by the way, worth observing that the correlation between
Catholic school attendance and the absence of antisemitism ~s even stronge~
than it was when we did our first study ten .years ago.

There seems to be

no more effective way of diminishing antisemitic feelins than to support
C~tholic

schools.

But then that was clear ten years ago too.

In fact, the real enemies of Catholfc schools are not their opponents
within the Jewish community but the Catholic hierarchy which has lost its nerve.
There is, as our recent research shows, more than enough money and 'w illingness
to spend it in the Catholic communities to sustain and indeed ' i:xpand the
school system.

paroch~al

Cardinal Krol is shff ting the blame away from those who ought

to bear it when he attempts to blame Jews for the decline of Catholic school_s.
Quite apart from the question of state aid, one must simply say that one has the
impression that a very substantial number of American Jews hate and despise
Catholic parochial schools--and systematically ignore evidence about their
positive benefits.

I will not attempt to explain the reasons for this hatred

(I suspect in part it is. simply a hatred of Catholicism as such), but tonight
I simply

wish

to

make the point that given the strong and,indeed our evidence

shows,undiminished Catholic enthusiasm for such schools, confrontation between
the strong Catholic support of what we think of as '·'our" schools and the
strong animosity that many (though I dare say · ·not most and certainly not all)
Jews feel toward ·the schools is surely a potential flashpoint in our

relationsh~ps.

Finally, I wish to say something about the very delicate issue of
reciprocity or, more concretely, aboutthe issue of "what have you done for us
lately?"

An increasing number of American Catholics are beginning to say,

''We have gone down the line more than once with you on support for Israel and

-15· for freedom of Sov.i e t Jewry.
return?

When are you going to do something for us in

We have been told in response, indeed we have been told by Rabbi

Tanenbaum that issues of Israel and Soviet Jewry are issues of such surpassing
moral excellence ·that they are simply not subject to barter, negotiations, and
deals.

I must candidly say that I think such a response does not indicate

sensitivity to what is being said.

No one is suggesting that we do a straight-

player trade, Israel for parochial schools.

What I am suggesting is that when

a relationship begins to be perceived as a one-way street .by

~ome

of the people

in it, there are potential trouble spots.
To put the

matte~

even more bluntly .. Why is it that all Jewish issues,

and only Jewish issues, are of surpassing moral excellence?

Why is it that

all of our is·s ues are relatively less important and seem to make no . major claim
at all on moral concern?

Justice for the people of Israel is supremely important

but justice for the Catholics in the nasty little colonial regime in the north
of Ireland is not.

Freedom for Soviet Jewry is of capital concern, but freedom

for the Catholic capti.ve· aati.cnsis rot. One is told that Ulster is a very complicated
problem and that political realism demands that one give up any hope for liberation
of the captive nations.
I begin to

~~nder

why.

Complexities and realism affect our issues but not yours.
I was told once, after addressing (for free) an audience

of Jewish women, that the world had a moral obligation to support Isatl to
expiate for the holocaust.
cause in Ulster.

No such moral obligation existed for the Catholic

I ~sked her if she had ever heard of the· potatoe famine, and

she said no, she ·had not.
Let me speak more - personally.
.of one of the. house priests of the AJC.
to participate in AJC me,etings.

I have for many years played the role
I have spent many weekends flying' (coach)

·rhe beds were uncomfortable, the accomodations

poor, the food terrible, the discussions interminable . and often involving

·- -·-·-"
.

.
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loud family quarrels in which I had no interest and to which I could make
no contribution.

The meetings were often, though not a l ways, dr ear y,

dreadful and depressing, salvaged only by the civilized Jewish custom of serving
sweet rolls in the middle of the morning.

.I often thought my presence was ritual

,
and that no one really gave a damn about what I said so long as their was a token
pr iest in evidence.

O.K, so I did this, partly.t

as a favor to

friends,

partly out of some generalized intention of improving the qua_lity of human
rel ationships in American society.

One does such· things

not because one

expects any sort of strict trade-off but at least (if one is Irish, at ·any
r ate) with the expectation that if one needs help, one's new-found friends
will be there.

But when I found myself the victim of anti-Catholic bigotry

at the University of Chicago, _my AJC friends were simply· not around . · The lights
wen t out in the barroom, in o t her 11or ds, and there I was all by myse.lf.
is here, I think, perhaps a very important· difference in ethnic style.

There
The Irish

may well expect more in return for favors than do other 87:0UpS .. If this is
an important difference in s t yl e, then we must know more about i t.
say

t~at

I can only

think that loyalty to one ' s friends and allies, v.hile it may be

exaggerated among the Iri sh,

is a critical part of American political life.

At least some of the Jews with whom I have worked do not understand ful l y how·
cri t ical it is.

Furthermore, I must say

thatone segment of the AJC exploited

me, abused my t rust, privately insulted me, publicly ridiculed me, and then, by
/

way of what I

ga~hered

was an attempt at reconciliation, suggested that I was

merely upset pecause I had been outfoxed in the grantsmanship contest.

Anybody

t hinks t hey can do that to an Irishman and expect him to forget it the next
week, the next year, or ever, simply doean ' t know much about fris·h history or
the Irish personality.

-17Now I found myself wondering during the course of this totally one-way
relationship with the AJC what was going on.
my

Irish

Part of it, doubtless, was

: . propensity to expect more loyalty from friends than one could

reasonably expect; but it also seems to me no.w that what was at work was an
#

assumption on the part of the AJC that I
crusades, the pogroms, the holocaust.

expiating, doing penance for the

I suspect that this inte~preation may .

have been reinfor~ed by some Catholics whose .professipn it is to engage in
dialogue with Jews.

My work for the AJC through the years was simply a way

of piling up expiation points in order to begin to approach Jews in moral
excellence.

Well, rhe thought that I have expiated a litt-le more tonight

will doubtless give me great consolation when I arrive at the hotel in Miami

at

2:00 a.m. for a talk I'm going to give at the American Psychiatric meetings

five hours later.

. Doubtless my quest for moral excellence will be modestly

enhanced by the sacrifice of most of a night's sleep in the cause of an AJC
meeting.
However, let me be very blunt: ladies and gentlemen.

You are not

going tq get very much .farther in dialogue with Catholics if you assume that
what we are about is expiation or striving to reach your moral excellence.

1

am here tonight not to expiate but because a friend asked me for a favor, and
· ~ know r.hat when push c omes to shove, I can ask him~-i~ not his organization--for one,

andbecause I believe that loyalty to one's friends and not lectures ab9ut
,•

obligation, guilt, .and superior moral excellence
going.

is what keeps a socie ty

I said at the beginning that I am speaking tonight only for myself,

aid yet, I suspect that in this matter at lP.ast I reflect the general Catholic
position: human relationships are based on loyalty and not on the expiation of
guilt and the recognition of superior moral excellence and the cauees of others .

....
~
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Th,e reciprocity issue is doub"tless a complex one, and it is not yet a
serious flashpoint if only because there are not very many of us who have
worked long enough in Jewish agencies to ·have become disillusioned

by

the

fact that loyalty and friendship seems to mean one thing l!o 1Js and another
to you.

Granted· that this is an· understandable difference in style.

I

would merely submit that it may be a critically important one in years to
come.
On the most general level of reciprocity, I should like to politely
wonder when American Jews will, to modify slightly the question cf Norman
Podhoretz, face their ''Catholic problem."

There is strong and powerful

anti-Catholic feeling tn the Jewish community.
it, the impressions of many Catholics

indic~te

The empirical evidence shows
it, and not a small number .

of Jews will acknowledge it--though usually off the record.
has never been

fac~d

publicly and dealt with.

Yet this prohlem

Not all, not a majority, . not

even a large minority of Jews are anti-Catholic; yet some are- -::.mless you wish
to argue that Jews alone of humankind are free from bigotry.

I think that

Catholics have acknowledged the existence of anti-Jewish feeling in the last
years since the Council, and have worked against them--though perhaps not
effectively enough.

As far as I can see, there has been no reciprocity at

all from the Jewish side.

I wonder if there ever- will be.

· Catholics have studied their own antisemitism.

Je;.•~ , .

as far as I

know, have not · studied their own anti-Catholicism• . I have been monitoring
anti-Jewish attitudes among Cdtholics for ten years (they keep going down).
I am unaware of any Jewish scholar who has been monitoring anti-Catholic
attitudes among Jews.

...
-19If the answer is that we must expiate for the past and you have
. no need to consider the hatred of the present, then whatever one may say
'

of reciprocity, when one refuses to stand by one's friends, it is almost
an inevitable law of human nature that after a while they will not be
· your friends any more.
I said at the beginning that generally the quality of Jewish-Catholic
. relationships are excellent.

I realize that the apocalyptic style of the AJC

thrives on crisis. ·I do not think there is a crisis in Catholic-Jewish
relationships; I think rather that there are certain problems and that they
ought to be honestly described and carefully studied before they become
serious.

What discourages me slightly as I now depart for Washington

National and Miami Beach is that I do not detect the slightest sign qf
willingness to study them.

,

February 20, 1974

I

Father Andrew Greeley
Di.rector ·
Center ··For Studies of. American Pluralism.
University of Chicago
6030 South Ellis Avenae
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Dear Andy:
. . This is a long overdue note to thank you personally
for the magni£1cent statement that yo'1 issued during the
Yom Kippur War. Real peace and reconciliation will only
come to the Middle .E ast when there is a clear understanding

of the real issues and your words helped put everything into
perspective...
.
I am pleased to enclose a copy of my article that ap- ..
peared in the January 1974 issue of Worldview. I hope you

find it of interest.
once again, thank you for your Teal contribution towards peace in the Middle East. With warme~t good ~ishes, I
am,
Cordially yours,

Rabbi A. James Rudin
Assistant Director
Interreligi9us Affairs
AJR:FM

Encl.

.

/. .

~

.

.

February 6, 1974

.Rev. Andrew M. Greeley
Director, Center for the
Study of Amer1can Pluralism
NORC

of Chicago
6030 South E111s Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60637

/

Un1v~rs1ty

.'
/

Dear Andy:
In recent conversations with disttngutshed Catho11c Bishops and theologians
on the subject of the Holy Year 1975, I was asked a number of stfmulat1ng
questions about the meaning -and practice of Jubilee Year ~n Biblical and
Rabbinic JudAf sm.
That prompted me to undertake a more systematic: fnqu1ry 1nto the concept
and pract1ce of Jubilee Year 1n Jewish tradition. The results of that study
I have written 1n a paper, "Koly Year 1975 and Its Origins tn the Jewish
Jubilee Year. 0
I am pleased to enclose a copy. of that paper . . I wuld be most gratefu·l for
any cttttcf sms or suggestions that you woul~ have that would help me strengthen
the

d~UDEnt.

If you would find the study useful for sharfng with others tnvolved tn
observances~ by all means feel f.ree to distribute 1t.

Holy Year

Wfth warmest personal good wishes and
, blessings ov~r you,. Iaam.

MHT:ps

Enc.

R\Y

continued prayers for (i9d's
Fafthful_ly

·

you.r s,

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbawn
National Of rector
. Ioterei~1g1ous Affairs

3
THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
date
to

from
subfect

January 30, 1974
Rabbi Marc Tanezba·
John siawson
Rev. Andrew M.

reeley

Thank you for the .copy of your
splendid letter to Andrew Greeley.
And I am most appreciative to you
for "remembering", although you
do know how very much you and ·
Zach Schuster actually did on
the battlefront in Rome.
My best to you.
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January 22, 1974

Rev. Andrew M.
National Opinion Research Center
University of Chicago
6030 South Ellis Avenue
Ch~cago , Illinois 60637
Dear Andy:
I had the best of intentions months ago - when you firs t sent me
a draft of your article on Jesus - to write and tell you what a
masterful, even brilliant, article you wrote. But the Yorn Kippur
war and its aftermath, the energy crisis, and the Compendia project (see enclosed release) among other things have simply overwhelmed me, and another good intention died stillborn.
You have mastered the literature and have crystallized the bes t
understandings of our connnon heritage so magnificently that I
frankly don't know of anyone who has done it better. We are
really very much in your debt.
Minor reservation:
AJC didn't think we were "lobbying" at Vatican Council II. We thought of it as "education. " In the book I
will s omeday write about my experience at the Council, I plan to
call it in part, "The greatest sermon on Jewish-Christian Relations in 2,000 Years."
Maybe the calm reac tion to your Times article i s an indication that
an emergent consensus does exist between Jews and Christians on
many shared religious themes. At least, I would like to think so;
. it means my 20 years of work in this vineyard - together with that
of many friends like yourself - have not been in vain.
Incidentally , you ne ed to know that John Slawson was the guiding
genius in our work relating to the Vatican.

ELMER L. WINTER. President •
RICHARD MAASS, Chairman, Board of Governors •
MAYNARD I. WISHNER. Chairman, National Execut ive Council • THEODORE ELLENOFF, Cha i rman. Board of Trustees •
MORRISH. BERGREEN, Treasurer •
MRS. LEON C. SUNSTEIN, JR.• Secretary a GERARD WEI NSTOCK, Associat e Treasurer •
Honorary Presidents: MORRIS B. ABRAM,
LOUIS CAPLAN, IRVING M. ENGEL. ARTHUR J. GOLDBERG. PHILIP E. HOFFMAN • Honorary Vrce·Presidents: NATHAN APPLEMAN. MRS. JACOB BLAUSTEIN, JACK A. GOLDFARB,
JOSEPH KLINGENSTEIN, JAMES MARSHALL, WILLIAM ROSENWALD • MAJt M . FISHER, Honorary Chairman, National Executive Council • MAURICE GLINERT. Honorary Treasurer
•
JOHN SLAWSON, Executive Vice·President Emeritus
a
Vice·Presidents: BERNARD ABRAMS, Hartrord; MOP.TON l l BLAUSTEIN, Baltimore; JEROME M. COMAR. Chi cago:
CARL M. f11E£MAN, Washington: HOWARD I . FRIEDMAN. Los Angeles; MRS. RUTH R. GODDARD, New York; DAVID GOLDWASSER, Atlanta: ANDREW GOODMAN. New York;
LEWIS S. GROSSMAN, Detroit; EMERY E. KLINEMAN, New York; ARNOLD H. UNGERMAN, Tulsa
• BERTRAM H. GOLD, Executive Vice-President
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I hope we can get together one day soon!

Again, with appreciation and best regards.
Cordially,

MHT:MSB

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum
National Director
Interreligious Affairs

.
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Rev. Andrew M. Greeley .
National Opinion Research Center
University of .Chicago
6030 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637.

Dear Andy:
I bad the best of intentions 1DOnths ·a go • when you fttst sent me
a draf·t of your article on Jesus - to ·write and te 11 you what a
masterful, even brilliant, article J0'1 wrote. But the Yom Kippur
war and its aftermath, the energy crisis, and the Compendia project (see e~closed release) among . .her things have simply overwhelmed
me, and
died stillborn.
.
. another good intention
.
.
.
.
.
You have mastered the literature and bave crystallized the best
understandings of our comnon -heritage so magnifice~tly that I
frankly don't kaowoof anyone who has done it better. We are
really v~ry much in your debt.
· Minor r~servation:

A.JC didn't think we were ."lobbying" at Vati•
can council II • .We thought of it as Heducation. " In the book I
will someday write about my experience at the Council, I plan to
call it in part, ~ gr~atest sermon on Jewish-Christian Relations in 2,000 Years."
·
~·
.

,

Maybe the calm reaction .to yol.tr Times article ia a~ indication that

an.emergent consensus does exist between Jews arid Christians on
shared rellgioUa themes • . A,t least, t would like ..to think so;
it means my 20 ·years .of work in this vineyard - together with that
of many f~ienda like you~self - have not been in vain.

many

Incidentally, you need to· know that John Slawson was the
genius in our work relating to the Vatican.
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I hope we can get togethe~ one day .soon!
Again, with ·a ppreciation ancJ best .regards.
Cordiaily,
.·

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum--

National Director
Interreligious Affairs

MHT:MSB
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CENTER FOR THE STUDY
AMERICAN PLURALISM

January 16, 1974

Mr. M~rk Tannenbaum
The American Jewish Committee
1~5 East 56 Street
New York, New York 10022
Dear Mark:
How. about that!
Cordially,

AMG.vr
· enclosure

Andrew M. Greeley

. .,

.

EASTERN OFFICE:
TRUSTEES:
Marvin Chandler

•

817 Broadway

o. Gel• Johnson, Pres.
.w aiter o. Feck!er

•

_';.

Naw York, N&W York ·10003

•

Robert·MeC. Adams

•

Nathan Keyfitz

•

•

Telephone_: 677-4740

Harold E . Bell
".William H . Kru1kel

•

Benjamin Bloom
•
. William H. srivell

Area Code 212
Norman M. Bradburn
Oon A. Swanson

•

"

January 16, 1974 .

Mr. John Slawson
Suite 2C
220 East 57 Street
New York, New York 10022

Dear Mr. Slawson:
Thank you very much for your kind letter of January 3. I'm
a little disappdinted in the reaction to the article. Irish t'rouble•
maker that I am. I thought it would offend both Jew and Gentile; on the
contrary, both sides seem to respond positively. Maybe the distance that
separates u6 is not nearly so gi:-eat as we have thought in the past.
It was very good of you to write.
meet again soon.

I hope we get a chance to
Cordia lly,

Andrew M. Greeley

AM;. vr

bee: · Mr. Mark Tanne~baum
Mr. Irving Levine

/

. .......·'
J 0 H N SLAWS 0 N R Suite IC, HO Ea1t 51 Street, New Ynrk, N. Y. um:12, !'Laza

'·

January 3, 1974
Dear Dr. Greeley:
We are all indebted to you for your
perceptive and scholarly article 11A Christmas
Biography", which appeared in the New York
Times Magazine Section (12/23/73).
It is a gem and has the potent'ial
of producing a constructive impact on the
thinking people of America.
I personally convey to you my gratitude
not alone for this important article, but for
the enlightment that your research and creative
contributions have given all 'of us during. these
many years.
All good wish~s for the New Year and
for continued and uninterrupted productivity.

Dr. Andrew M. Greeley
National Opinion Research
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

!·''''"'

January 26, 1973

J

.

,/
/

Rev. Andrew M. Greeley, Dir.
Center for the sTudy of American Pluralism ,, ··

National Opinion Research Center
University of <Jiicago

6030
·

s.

QltCag~,

Ellis Avenue
·
Illinois 60637

Dear Andrew:

I hope the enclosed CopJI ~f VITAL SPEEalES will be of
. interest t:o you. I reread the paper and I was again
struck by its faseinating and provoeetive nature. I
certainly ·hope that the VITAL SPEECHES issue will receive
wide ci.-culation.
I hope all is well with you and your work and I know you
· will be assured of my best wishes for the ccming year.

Cordially,

Gerald Strt>ber
GS:as

·Enc-.

January 23, 1973
Rev. Andrew ·Greeley
Program Director
N.O. R. C.

630 South Ellis
Chicago, Illin~is 60637
Dear Andy:
.

-

I don't know whether you have seen the enclosed article
that appeared in. the. December 27, 1972 issue of the Christian
Century. It relates to . the· Wake Forest Conference on Civil
Religion. I hope you find it of .interest.

We are in the

pro~ess

of putting together all .the ·papers

and we hope to print the proceedings in the near future.

I thought you made a most important contribution to the
conference and I was so pleased that you ~were able to participate.

·

·

With best personal regards, I am,. · .

Cordially yours,

Rabbi A. James Rudin

Assistant Director
. Interreligious Affairs Department

AJR:FM
Enc ls.

